We can propose for sale the following vessel suitable for Research/Patrol/Survey/Expeditions or Yacht Conversion purposes:

BLT 1983 by VALMETIN TURKU in FIN
BV ICE CLASS 1A
653 DWT 1,859 GRT 557 NRT
71.61 LOA/65.21 LBP X 12.80 BRD X 4.501 DFT
ENGINE 2 X REVOLYUTSII, DVIGATEL REVOLYUTSII(6CHRNS36/45) 3118BHP TTL
14KN MAX, 9KN ECO
GENS 1 X 260 KW, 3 X 160 KW, 740 KW TOTAL.
PROPULSION 1 SCREW 2 X JASTRAM BOWTHRUSTERS
45 BERTHS
2 DINING ROOMS, LARGE CONFERENCE ROOM, RESTROOM AND SPORTS AREA IN FRONT HOLD,
A NUMBER OF LABORATORIES FULLY A/C VIA 2 STROMBERG A/C UNITS
MAIN WORKING DECK AFT 96SQM MAX 2 TS/SQM CAP ABT 35TS
CARGO HOLD 412 CBM ABT 7.75 LENGTH X 6.75 WIDTH X 2.4M HEIGHT.
5 TEUS CAN BE LOCATED ON THE AFT DECK
HELI DECK
CRANES EL-HYDR 2.0TS /12M MD AFT A-FRAME
CRANE AFT CAPACITY 5 TONS
10 EL-HYDR WINCHES RAUMA-REPOLA
HYDR PUMP WINCH RAUMA-REPOLA
BUNKERS 378, FW 248 CBM.

LOCATION: UNITED KINGDOM
PRICE: TRY OFFERS, GBP 2.5 MIL
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